
  

The age of the Viking is here, and the various Norse territories have set sights on fame and 
fortune. To ensure your clan’s name is well-favored by the gods, you must lead your people 

wisely. Trade and research at home, while you raid and conquer distant shores. Perhaps make a 
home for yourself in the Danelaw? Whatever it takes to guarantee your legacy as The Last Jarl. 

 
 The Last Jarl is a solo dice placement game, which should play in around 15 minutes. You will 
need 12d6 of 4 different colors (preferably 3 blue, 3 red, 3 yellow, and 3 green) and a pen or pencil. You 
start the game with one dice of each color in your dice pool. Set the others aside.  

Aim of the Game: 
- Your aim is to advance your legacy by earning ‘pips’ in four aspects of Viking civilization: 

DEVOTION (blue), EXPLORATION (green), TRADE (yellow) and CONQUEST (red).  
- You will earn pips by placing dice on squares of matching color – see below for placement rules. 

You can also choose to improve your standing with the gods to gain special abilities.  

Turn order:  
- Roll the dice in your dice pool 
- Place a die of your choice at your capital (marked with an x)  
- Dice can then be placed on any adjacent squares (marked by a line) of matching color, in 

ascending values.  
Note: dice of an equal value can be placed in order, e.g. 1 > 4 > 4 > 5, however you do not earn the 

reward for the second die of equal value (in this case, the second 4). 
 
I roll a yellow 1, a green 2, a blue 3, and a red 4.  
I place a yellow 1 on the capital, a blue 3 on the DEVOTION (horn) square, 
followed by a red 4 on the CONQUEST (axe) square.  
 

 
- Certain squares show more specific requirements for placement (e.g., +2, -3). In this case, the 

dice you place must match or exceed that requirement.  
 
 

In the chain to the right, I place a red 5 in the top square (Yorvik). I cannot place 
a red die in the adjacent [+3] square (my d6 does not go up to 8). However, I can 
place a green 1, or 2 in the EXPLORATION square below (at least -3), and then, 
potentially, a red 4, 5, or 6, in the CONQUEST square below that (at least +3).  

 
 



  

- Once you have placed all the dice you can, you earn the number of pips (of the corresponding 
color) shown below each square. Draw the outline of those pips on the bottom of the page, from 
left to right (don’t shade them in yet).  

- Once you have outlined pips past the two lines (II & III) you may add another die of that color to 
your dice pool and roll it on the following turns. 

- After outlining your pips, mark off one era circle and return all your dice, plus any new dice 
earned, to your dice pool to begin your next turn – the game ends once you have marked off the 
6th era – your legacy is complete. 

Special Powers: 
- Instead of placing a die onto the map, (or if you are unable to place a die) you may choose to make 

an offering to one of four Viking gods, in order to obtain use of their special powers. 
- At any time after rolling, and as many times as you like, you may place a die back into your dice 

pool for next turn, and circle a pip on the special power track (in the bottom right) of the 
matching color.  

- Once you have circled a “set” of two pips on the track (denoted by the vertical dividing line), the 
special power becomes available for you to use immediately – you may also save them for later in 
the game if you choose.  

- Once you utilize the power, shade in the pips to show they cannot be used again. Each power can 
therefore be activated twice in a game. The powers are as follows: 

o THOR (red): Flip any number of dice (of any color) to their opposite side. 
o LOKI (green): Dice of one color (your choice) become wild, and can be used as any color this 

turn 
o FREYA (blue): Add one extra devotion die to your dice pool for the next turn only 
o NJøRD (yellow): Immediately circle three yellow pips 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the start of the turn, I have a single yellow powerup pip circled. After 
rolling from my dice pool, I can’t place one yellow and one blue die on 
the map, so I decide to use them as powerups. 
 
 
I place both dice back in my dice pool for next turn, and circle one 
yellow pip and one blue pip. Because I’ve now shaded in one ‘set’ of 
yellow pips, I can activate the NJORD powerup immediately – I shade 
in both pips, and immediately earn the reward – I add 3 pips to my 
Trade track. I will have to circle another blue pip on a later turn, in 
order to activate FREYA’s powerup  



  

Crossing the North Sea: 
- The squares found in the North Sea (=, x2, +3) can be filled dice of any color, but must match (or 

exceed) the listed requirement. You do not earn any pips for placing dice in these squares. 
-  

I place a red 2 on my capital (marked by the x), I could then 
place a 4, 5, or 6 of any color on the [x2] square, or a 5 or 6 of 
any color on the [+3] square. I could also place a yellow 3 on the 
TRADE space to the North, and then a 3 on the [=] square. 
  
Note: the [=] square must be exact, whereas the other two 
spaces may match or exceed the target. 

 
 

- Once you place a red die on Yorvik (the double outlined CONQUEST box), you may shade a 
number of CONQUEST pips equal to half the die’s value (rounded up) to leave that CONQUEST 
die on the board for the next turn (e.g., if I place a 5 on the Yorvik square, I would pay 3 pips to 
leave it there for one turn. If I place a 3, it would cost me 2). 

- After the next turn, you may choose to keep the die on the board for further turns, paying the cost 
each time, or move the CONQUEST die back to your dice pool. 
 

Note: You only earn the Yorvik pip rewards (+3) in turns you have placed the die there, though you 
are able to pay pips to alter the dice in following turns. 

Using Pips: 
- At any time, you may shade in any number of pips (of the matching color) to +/- a dice value by 

that amount (e.g., I shade in 3 CONQUEST pips to change my red dice from a 3 to a 6) 
 

Note: You may not +/- to ‘loop’ around the die  
(i.e., you may not +1 to a 6 to achieve a 1, or -2 from a 2 to achieve a 6)  

Scoring: 
- Your score at the end of the game is the number of pips you have earned but not shaded. 

 
Note: Special Power pips are not included for scoring purposes 

 
 
 
 



  

0-20 Thrall Your family’s legacy is in tatters 
21-28 Karl Your prowess as a sheep farmer is unmatched.. after that.. not so much 
29-36 Jarl A fine leader, your clan’s name will be known throughout the land 
37-44 King You have steered your legacy to greatness, a mighty warrior and respected 

ruler 
45+ God Your mastery of the Viking arts shall be sung by bards throughout history. 

Take a seat at the feast of Valhalla. 

 

Achievements: 

A FINE LEGACY O Earn all 12 dice in a game 

CLAN SPECIALTY O Score maximum points in one row 

MIGHTY LEADER O Score maximum points in two rows 
VALHALLA O Score maximum points in all rows 

DEVOTED O Activate each god power at least once 

PRAGMATIST O 
Score 30 points while utilizing at least 
10 pips  
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